PREFACE
JusT hOw bIg shOuld The us gOVernmenT be to best fulfill its tremendous mandate?
This question has engaged researchers and citizens alike since our nation was founded. It is a topic often debated and hotly contested. For many, the response hinges on what they expect from government-and influences on which side of the political aisle they decide to sit. Yet, as Paul C. light, the Paulette goddard Professor of Public service at new York university's wagner school of Public service, shows in this rigorous and fascinating study, it is a surprisingly difficult question to answer.
beyond the very important concerns about the scope of government's responsibilities, one is also faced with the challenge of accurately calculating and agreeing upon the actual size of the federal government at any given time. light effectively demonstrates the ebb and flow of the "blended workforce" since 1984 and explains the reasons behind the periods of growth and decline. beyond the sheer numbers, his research importantly leads us to question how people working under the aegis of the federal government are selected, compensated, and managed. no matter one's political leanings, these are essential questions.
As American citizens, we need to insist that our government-whatever its size-function well. As light so clearly demonstrates, consideration of the mechanisms used to employ its workforce will be essential to America's effort to build and maintain an effective government. AmerICA hAs relIed On A mIx of federal, contract, and grant employees to faithfully execute the laws since its first breath of independence in 1776. The number and mix of employees have changed over time, but washington's blended workforce is still hard at work creating a more perfect union and securing the blessings of liberty that the preamble to the us Constitution promised more than two centuries ago.
Although washington's blended workforce has an imperative role in the nation's success, it may have grown so large and poorly sorted that it has become a threat to the very liberty it protects. with seven to nine million employees, the federal government's blended workforce may have become too complicated and codependent to control. most importantly, it may have become so complex that Congress and the president simply cannot know whether this blended workforce puts the right employees in the right place at the right price with the highest performance and fullest accountability. eisenhower not only added the term military-industrial complex to the national vocabulary in this address but also warned of the "potential for the disastrous rise of misplaced power"
in "every city, every statehouse, every office of the federal government." 1 eisenhower believed the military-industrial complex was a necessary weapon against a "hostile ideology global in scope, atheistic in character, ruthless in purpose, and insidious in method." he also understood that the complex was inevitable in an era of rising nuclear tensions. "we recognize the imperative need for this development," he said. "Yet we must not fail to comprehend its grave implications. Our toil, resources, and livelihood are all involved.
so is the very structure of our society." The end of the Cold war and subsequent defense downsizing generated the first period of decline, while the wars on terrorism and Obama's economic stimulus plan produced the long period of growth, and the unwinding of the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan and stimulus spend down spurred the second period of decline. 7 what went up during war and economic stimulus fell when the wars and economic crises cooled. Table 1 measures the true size of government by the total number of full-time-equivalent federal, contract, grant, Postal service, and active-duty military personnel. Table 2 removes Postal service and active-duty military personnel from the totals to measure the ratio of contract and grant employees to federal employees as a quick guide to the changing balance of the government's blended workforce. As Table 2 neither table contains jobs created in the wake of household spending by federal, contract, or grant employees. This induced employment may be a product of direct or indirect contracts and grants, but the sandwich makers, business executives, bank officers, and ticket takers who depend on the take-home income created by federal, contract, and grant employ- ees cannot be considered federal employees of any kind. stripped of induced employment, the estimates presented in Table 1 and 2 provide an apples-to-apples comparison of the true size and blend of the federal government's workforce.
A BRIEF hIstORY OF WAshINgtON's BLENdEd WORKFORCE
wAshIngTOn's blended wOrkFOrCe does not expand and contract by accident, but presidents may have less control over its size than they believe. As the following history strongly suggests, war and peace play a much more important role in shaping the true size of the federal government's blended workforce than grand announcements of caps, cuts, and freezes on federal hiring. Presidents can and do affect the pace of growth and decline, however, and almost always take aim at big government even when they intend to expand it.
The following pages discuss this history by administration over the past four decades.
Ronald Reagan
The third year of ronald reagan's administration provides the starting point for a contempo- ToTAL coNTRAcT + gRANT feDeRAL rary history of washington's blended workforce. As Table 1 shows, the total number of federal contract, grant, military, and Postal service employees reached almost 10 million in 1984,
as reagan approached the midpoint of his administration, and had barely changed by 1990.
Although the ranks of federal, Postal service, and grant employees had risen, the number of active-duty military personnel and contract employees had fallen as the post-Cold war demobilization began. 8 As republican campaign by promising a "kinder, gentler nation," "a thousand points of light," and a positive role for government. "does government have a place?" he asked. "Yes. government is part of the nation of communities-not the whole, just a part. I do not hate government.
A government that remembers that the people are its master is a good and needed thing." 11 bush also issued the audacious pledge that would eventually doom his reelection. "The Congress will push me to raise taxes, and I'll say no," he promised the party faithful. "And they'll push, and I'll say no, and they'll push again, and I'll say to them, 'read my lips: no new taxes.'" 12 however, bush already knew that he could not honor his "no new taxes" pledge unless he balanced the federal budget. he also knew that spending cuts and government downsizing offered the only path to success. Yet, given his commitment to public service as "a noble calling and a public trust," bush seemed reluctant to impose new caps, cuts, and freezes. 13 The postCold war peace dividend offered the only path to scaling back washington's blended workforce.
bush decided to reap the dividend with a 25 percent drawdown in active-duty military personnel and an equal cut in defense spending. he put the cuts on the implementation track immediately after his inauguration in 1989. 14 he placed a one-year freeze on military spending in 1989, began withdrawing forces from europe to "more appropriate levels" in 1990, negotiated a nuclear weapons treaty with russia in 1991, and put more cuts "in train" in 1992.
Bill Clinton
The peace dividend was ready for further harvesting when bill Clinton took office on January 20, 1993, and he began the work immediately with a white house hiring freeze and a 100,000-person cut in the number of federal employees. Clinton expanded the effort by asking Congress to give him the authority to increase the cut to 273,000 under the Federal workforce restructuring Act of 1994. Clinton signed the bill only one year into his presidency but claimed victory in his battle against big government:
After all the rhetoric about cutting the size and cost of government, our administration has done the hard work and made the tough choices. I believe the economy will be stronger, and the lives of middle-class people will be better, as we drive down the deficit with legislation like this. we can maintain and expand our recovery so long as we keep faith with deficit reduction and sensible, fair policies like this. 15 Clinton claimed credit for this harvest, but Vice President Al gore did the hard work through his national Performance review, commonly referred to as "reinventing govern- thE FIRst 100 dAYs Trump followed through on his complaint on January 23, 2017, when he imposed a 90-day "across-the-board" freeze on civilian hiring. 26 he signed the order without remarks, but the administration framed the memorandum as a broad attack on big government. "look, I think you saw this with the hiring freeze," the president's press secretary, sean spicer, explained later in the day. "There's been frankly, to some degree, a lack of respect for taxpayer dollars in this town for a long time, and I think what the president is showing through the hiring freeze, first and foremost today, is that we've got to respect the American taxpayer. They're sending us a ton of money; they're working real hard." 27 Though perfectly legal, the freeze exempted thousands of national security and public safety positions, and it had little effect on nondefense employment. relatively few federal employees leave their posts in winter, and most of the vacancies were filled by an unknown number of service contract employees. 28 brief though it was, the freeze created an atmosphere that one employee likened to the theme music in Jaws. 29 The uncertainty increased when Trump signed executive Order 13781 in march. designed to "improve the efficiency, effectiveness, and accountability of the executive branch," the order gave the Office of management and budget (Omb) authority to develop plans, as appropriate, to eliminate or merge whole agencies, pieces of agencies, or agency programs. The order also asked the Omb director to pose three broad questions about government performance: The answers were not due for 180 days, but the future became clear when Trump released his 2018 "skinny budget" on march 16. Although best described as a wish list of future priorities, the budget outline contained a $54 billion increase in defense spending to honor the president's promise to make the military "so strong ... nobody's gonna mess with us," and a parallel cut in nondefense programs and agencies that included the state department.
Congress would have to approve the proposals, but all things being equal transaction by transaction, the defense increase would almost certainly raise the number of contract and grant employees on the industry side of the federal workforce, while the domestic cuts would almost certainly reduce the number of federal employees on the government side. 31 Fortune estimated that the cuts could eliminate 100,000 to 200,000 jobs, which former Clinton administration budget director Alice rivlin described as "drastic layoffs that would be very hard to do very quickly." 32 stories about nervous, even terrified, federal employees hit the front pages again, but the effects on the total number of federal employees were ambiguous at best. 
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REINVENtINg gOVERNmENt? If there was any comfort for anxious federal employees in the budget messaging, it came in the president's statements in early march supporting a government that works better and costs less. "we are going to do more with less, and make the government lean and accountable to the people," Trump wrote in his budget message to Congress. "many other government agencies and departments will also experience cuts. These cuts are sensible and rational. every agency and department will be driven to achieve greater efficiency and to eliminate wasteful spending in carrying out their honorable service to the American people." 36 The president had not become a reinventor per se, but he did promise to do something "very, very special" to make government more efficient and "very, very productive." 37 In doing so, he even prompted some of gore's reinventors to endorse the effort. As elaine kamarck, chief staffer to the former vice president, told Politico in march, "To give them credit, it's time to do it again. It is time to review the government again and ask the hard questions about what it's doing and what it should be doing. And it is time to focus on obsolete functions and getting rid of them." 38 Trump may have used reinventing's "works-better-and-costs-less" cadence, but his definition of a government that works better and costs less was a government that cost less because it was no longer working.
On the government side of the complex, for example, his 2018 budget targeted nondefense federal employees for deep reductions in force. The administration did not set a specific downsizing target, but it ordered all departments to identify opportunities for attrition-based workforce cuts. The budget also scheduled wholesale cuts in nondefense programs such as environmental protection and medicaid.
On the industry side, the budget gave contract and grant employees cause for joy. It offered 40 percent more for defense operations and maintenance, 20 percent for research and development, and 6 percent for procurement. meanwhile, the budget promised the Army, navy, and Air Force increases of 55 percent, 49 percent, and 46 percent, respectively, for operations and maintenance; somewhat smaller increases for Air Force and navy research and development; and 16 percent for navy shipbuilding and conversion. These increases all promised large hikes in the contracting and grant workforce. 39 dECONstRuCtINg thE AdmINIstRAtIVE stAtE The number of nondefense federal employees could fall much further in subsequent years if Trump pursues his early plan to "deconstruct the administrative state." Conservatives commonly use the term to describe the wholesale dis-mantling of the "deep state" that generates government growth and interference.
The president endorsed dismantling when he appointed stephen bannon to the white house staff. bannon used his close ties to Trump's right-wing base to press for administrative and regulatory reform. speaking at the Conservative Political Action Conference in late February 2017, he described deconstruction as the third "bucket" of the president's Americafirst agenda:
The third, broadly, line of work is deconstruction of the administration. …
If you look at these cabinet appointees, they were selected for a reason, and that is the deconstruction. The way the progressive left runs, is if they can't get it passed, they're just going to put in some sort of regulation in an agency.
That's all going to be deconstructed, and I think that that's why this regulatory thing is so important. 40 bannon had been forced out of the administration by August 2017, but his deconstruction agenda was widely shared by other senior officials, including mulvaney and his team of budget cutters. mulvaney did not use the term specifically, but he shared bannon's concern when he described executive orders as a poor substitute for legislative success:
To the extent that we only do stuff within the executive branch-as with any executive orders-they can be overturned by the next administration if they see things differently. That's the way the executive order system works. And that if we wanted real permanent change, the best way to go about that would be to do legislative change. 41 Trump had already started the deconstruction by using his pen to establish a travel ban on migrants from seven muslim-majority countries; establish regulatory reform offices across the government; develop construction plans for a wall between mexico and the us; create an
Office of American Innovation-led by his son-in-law and white house aide, Jared kushner;
and require every department and agency to develop reorganization plans. 42 The president also encouraged Congress to use the obscure Congressional review Act to roll back Obama's contracting orders. 43 Trump's first target was executive Order 13673, which required contract bidders to disclose any labor law violations in the three-year period prior to the solicitation. 44 Federal contract officers were ordered to use the information to assess the bidder's record of integrity and business ethics; determine whether the violations were serious, willful, repeated and/or pervasive; and list the findings on the federal government's Awardee Performance and Integrity Information system for other departments and agencies to use. Firms with violations could still bid for contracts, but the rule sent a clear warning that violations could matter in the final decision.
Trump had promised to revoke the so-called blacklisting rule during the campaign, and he welcomed business leaders to the Oval Office on march 27, 2017, when he sat down to sign the rollback:
when I met with manufacturers earlier this year-and they were having a hard time, believe me-they said this blacklisting rule was one of the greatest threats to growing American business and hiring more American workers. It was a disaster, they said. This rule made it too easy for trial lawyers to get rich by going after American companies and American workers who contract with the federal government-making it very difficult. repetitive, and dangerous." while acknowledging that contract firms supported critical federal missions, warren said they often did so by underpaying workers and putting health and safety at risk. she warned her colleagues that the risks would rise if contract firms took the rollback as permission to reduce employee protections even further. 46 Breach of Contract was too late to make a difference in Trump's decision or media coverage. As the president indicated at his signing ceremony, Obama's Fair Pay and safe workplaces rule was only the first of many rollbacks ahead: "I will keep working with Congress, with every agency, and most importantly, the American people, until we eliminate every unnecessary, harmful and job-killing regulation that we can find. we have a lot more coming." 47 he had inherited Obama's pen and intended to use it toward a very different end.
AN INVENtORY OF PREssuREs
mAnY APPrOPrIATe reAsOns exIsT for using contract and grant employees to help execute the laws-not the least of which is the need for mission-critical skills-but convenience is not one of them. As the following discussion suggests, however, convenience may be the only available criterion given the demographic, bureaucratic, and political pressures that weaken the case for using federal employees. There is little opportunity for more thoughtful analysis in an antiquated federal personnel system. There's also continued ambiguity about the dividing line between functions so important to the public interest that they must be reserved for federal employees and those functions that are not inherently governmental and can be purchased more economically from a commercial source. 48 Five demographic Pressures demographic change creates five pressures for pulling contract and grant employees across the dividing line from a commercial source: (1) the federal government's sluggish hiring process,
(2) aging workforce, (3) high promotion speed, (4) inflated performance appraisals, and (5) easy access to the hidden bureaucratic pyramid of contract and grant employees who fill the mid-and lower-level jobs once held by federal employees.
waiting for Arrival
There are many ways to measure the hiring delays, but time to hire is the simplest statistic.
In theory, applicants should move from application to "onboarding" without delay. In reality, the federal government continues to impose time penalties at every step of the process. 49 Although the Office of Personnel management (OPm) stopped publishing government-wide time-to-hire statistics when its priorities switched from hiring speed to candidate quality, the best available evidence suggests that the hiring process in the federal government is two to three times as long as that in colleges and universities, franchises, hospitals, and private and public companies. 50 The senate Committee on homeland security and governmental Affairs took note of time and frustration when it moved its Federal hiring Process Improvement Act to the floor in may 2010:
Those seeking federal employment have long faced an opaque, lengthy, and unnecessarily complex process that ultimately serves the interests of neither federal agencies nor those seeking to work for them. ... weak recruiting, unintelligible job announcements, onerous application requirements, an overly long hiring process, and poor communications with applicants deter potential candidates from applying and cause many of those who do apply to abandon the effort before a hiring decision is made. 51 The Obama administration also took note of time when it launched the first of its three hiring reforms in may 2010. "I understand the frustration of every applicant who previously has had to wade through the arcane Federal hiring process," said John berry, the OPm director. "If qualified applicants want to serve our country through the Federal service, then our application process should facilitate that." 52 The commitment was strong enough to persuade Congress to shelve the senate's bill but not strong enough to move the federal hiring model from "post and pray" to "post and pursue." At least for now, usAJobs is more a disappointment than a source of pride. As one expert told a senate roundtable in 2016, "usAJobs has become home to a seething group of confused and angry job seekers and fulfills a main purpose for a limited set of people desperately seeking any kind of employment or those who don't really know what job they seek." 54 Other witnesses showed more respect toward the 11 million usAJobs account holders, as did Washington Post columnist Joe davidson, but all agreed the system had to change. As the government's experienced workers depart for retirement or more attrac-tive work, it creates an opening for new energy and talent; yet the replacement streams are drying up. left unchecked, these trends can lead to only one outcome: a significant drop in the capabilities of our public servants. 58 The retirement wave will also prompt employee shortages at the midlevels of government retirement, where so many contract and grant employees work. service contract employees rarely reach the top of the federal hierarchy but often perform tasks that would have been reserved for younger federal employees as they moved up the chain of command toward more senior positions. Absent a steady pipeline of committed employees, federal managers and supervisors have little choice but to call for help. The employees who show up are often well-qualified for the work, but they cannot take higher-level posts without breaching the dividing line. They also create dependency that managers and supervisors cannot easily break.
Promotion speed
Age is significantly related to federal pay grades-the longer employees stay, the more likely they are to advance up the federal government's fifteen pay grades and across the ten steps within each grade. Advancement from one step to the next is almost always automatic after one to three years on the job, while promotions up the ladder can be fast or slow depending on vacancies and the candidate's education, eligibility, and experience. As older employees move across the steps and up the ladder, they pull lower-level employees across and up, too.
Promotion speed can be used to battle employment caps, cuts, and freezes through backdoor pay increases but also can give federal employees the titles and prestige to stay put, despite the opportunity for higher-paying positions in contract or grant positions. As a former senior officer in the Officer of Personnel management recently recalled, the movement of talented employees to contract and grant posts increased promotion speed as a retention strategy: "This pressure comes not only from employees but from management as well. supervisors use constant upgrades as a retention strategy, especially for employees in technical and hard-to-fill positions." 59 even if promotion speed is used to retain and reward the most talented employees, it weakens the chain of command and produces government failures, such as the failure to connect the dots that led to the 9/11 attacks and the sluggish response to hurricane katrina. 60 It also encourages the use of contract and grant employees to backfill vacated posts.
All Above Average
The federal performance appraisal system was designed to rate and reward employee contributions to department and agency goals. In theory, the system creates a "line of sight" between what individual employees do and how their organizations perform. Although a small number of employees are covered by pass/fail systems, the vast majority are covered by a five-level system running from an "unacceptable" rating at the bottom to an "exceeds fully successful" rating at the top.
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In theory, the system would provide the guidance needed for disciplined reviews and maximum improvement. In reality, the guidance is so fuzzy and the discipline so weak that federal employees are almost all above average. In 2013, for example, a third of federal employees were rated as "outstanding," slightly more than a quarter as "exceeds fully successful,"
and almost two fifths as "fully successful." 62 many federal employees appear to view a "fully successful" rating as a sign of failure and an "outstanding" as an easy mark.
even the federal government's prestigious senior executive service (ses) has its own appraisal inflation. In 2013, 45 percent of ses members were ranked at the highest level of performance and another 44 percent were ranked just below. 63 Although the ses attracts many of the most talented employees in the world, its appraisal system is widely disparaged-even ridiculed-and suggests that performance ratings and actual performance are loosely coupled.
many federal employees appear to share the assessment. According to the federal government's annual surveys of its employees, most understand what they have to do to be rated at different performance levels, but many doubt performance matters to pay or recognition. In 2016, for example, just 41 percent said awards depended on how well employees performed their jobs, 34 percent said differences in performance with their work units were recognized in a meaningful way, and 29 percent said steps were taken to deal with a poor performer who cannot or will not improve.
Federal employees are right to dispute the link between performance and discipline. They can be fired, but the process takes time, careful documentation, and persistence. 64 According to a 2015 analysis by the us government Accountability Office (gAO), the process can take from 170 to 370 days, depending on the statutory authority used to support the dismissal.
The process is much easier in the first few months of an employee's tenure but becomes more difficult as grade inflation takes hold. 65 "The civil service needs to find a way to do an honorable discharge," one federal human capital officer told the Partnership for Public service in 2014. "more than hiring reform, we need firing reform. In that reform you need to one, address poor performers and two, address skills that become outdated from otherwise good performers. There are just simply way too many hoops." 66 Federal employees must be protected against harassment, discrimination, and political interference of the kind witnessed early in the Trump administration, but they must all be accountable for their performance. • In 1940, the federal hierarchy looked like a standard bureaucratic pyramid, with most employees at the bottom and a small number of supervisors, managers, and presidential appointees sorted in decreasing numbers above.
• by 1960, the federal hierarchy still looked like a pyramid, but the distance between the bottom and top was starting to increase as new layers of professional and technical employees arrive.
• by 1980, the federal hierarchy was changing from a pyramid to four-sided trapezoid, with roughly equal numbers of federal employees working at the bottom, middle, and top of the hierarchy.
• by 2000, the federal hierarchy looked like a pentagon, with more federal employees working at the middle and top than at the bottom.
• by 2040, the federal hierarchy could evolve into an oval if current trends continue.
Public administration scholar donald kettl tracks this "upward creep" by average employee grade, which rose from 6.7 in 1960 to 10.3 in 2014, and attributes it to the federal mission and contracting out:
The big story overall is that federal employment has hovered around two million workers, but spending, after inflation, has risen sharply. The same number of federal employees is leveraging an ever-growing amount of money, ... This is This is not to suggest that the federal government still employs large numbers of couriers and stenographers-those jobs are gone for good. however, the data suggest that the federal government still employees its fair share of lawnmowers, mapmakers, statisticians, accountants, repair specialists, and cafeteria workers. Their checks may not come directly from the Treasury, but they will help the federal government execute the laws until silicon
Valley invents an app for that.
The federal government may not know precisely how many employees work in this hidden pyramid, but it does know that millions of employees show up every day to do work once performed by federal employees. The decision to separate these employees from the federal headcount perpetuates the conceit that government can do more with less ad infinitum, and encourages departments and agencies to create their own systems for managing the workload. As the national Academy of Public Administration recently concluded, the absence of reform has produced chaos:
Among its many problems, the current civil service system is no longer a system. It is mired in often-arcane processes established after world war II, in the days before the Internet, interstate highways, or an interconnected global economy. Pursuit of those processes, many now largely obsolete, has become an end in itself, and compliance with them has tended to come at the expense of the missions they were supposed to support. As a result, the federal civil service system has become a non-system: agencies that have been able to break free from the constraints of the outmoded regulations and procedures have done so, with the indulgence of their congressional committees. 69 
Five Bureaucratic Pressures
The federal government's bureaucratic routines create another five pressures for pulling contract and grant employees across the government-industrial dividing line: (1) skill gaps in mission-critical occupations, (2) barriers to federal employee engagement, (3) apples-tooranges pay comparisons, (4) weakened internal oversight, and (5) the sluggish presidential appointments process.
hollowing out
many of the demographic problems discussed above affect skill sets such as cybersecurity, telecommunications, acquisitions, information management, and even project planning. The gAO put the gap between demand and supply for mission-critical positions on its high-risk list in 2001. 70 According to the office, the cascade of human capital problems such as skill imbalances, understaffing, and grade inflation had finally crossed the threshold into a systemic crisis: "The combined effect of these challenges serves to place at risk the ability of agencies to efficiently, economically, and effectively accomplish their missions, manage critical programs, and adequately serve the American people both now and in the future." 71 with due respect to the gAO's caution, its decision came more than a decade after Volcker and his first national Commission on the Public service warned Congress and the president in 1989 about the "quiet crisis" at the intersection of declining student interest and retirement pressure:
simply put, too many of the best of the nation's senior executives are ready to leave government, and not enough of its most talented young people are willing to join. This erosion in the attractiveness of public service at all levels-most specifically in the federal civil service-undermines the ability of government to respond effectively to the needs and aspirations of the American people, and ultimately damages the democratic process itself. 72 now, after 30 years and another demand for action by a second Volcker Commission, most departments and agencies are still struggling to implement effective policy. Although the gAO applauded the government's commitment to action, it also noted that skill gaps were contributing causes to fifteen of the thirty-three other items on its high-risk list: "regardless of whether the shortfalls are in such government-wide occupations as cybersecurity and acquisitions, or in agency-specific occupations such as nurses at the Veterans health Administration (VhA), skills gaps impede the federal government from cost-effectively serving the public and achieving results." 73 The collateral damage is almost certain to increase as federal retirements increase in coming years.
the engagement gap
employee engagement is essential for high performance in any public service organi- Turn next to the FeVs questions about inspiring change. According to the survey, less than half of respondents were recognized for providing high-quality products and services (48 percent), felt acknowledged for doing a good job (48 percent), were satisfied with the policies and practices of their senior leaders (42 percent), worked for leaders who generated high levels of motivation and commitment (41 percent), felt rewarded for their creativity and innovation (38 percent), believed they had the opportunity to get a better job in their organization (36 percent), and thought promotions were based on merit (32 percent).
despite their concerns, the respondents were generally positive about their own performance on the job. substantial majorities said they were ready to put in the extra effort to get the job done (92 percent), were held accountable for results (82 percent), were judged fairly on performance (70 percent), had a sense of personal accomplishment at work (72 percent),
were satisfied with their jobs (66 percent), would recommend their organization as a good place to work (64 percent), and were encouraged to come up with new and better ways of doing things (58 percent). In a sentence, federal employees believe they create impact every day but that they must do so against the odds. and leaders if they worked under the same stresses as federal employees. The federal mission is broad but sometimes poorly specified, the customer base is often divided, the board is almost perfectly designed to split, funding is taut, and political pressures are undeniable. The disparities help explain the empowerment denied and the change dismissed in government.
compensation versus cost
Contract and grant employees are often promoted as a low-cost alternative to federal employees, but the data suggest quite the opposite. Federal employees may seem more expensive than contract and grant employees on average but may be much less expensive than contract employees when compared occupation by occupation. POgO's findings confirm the basic premise that government employees are generally compensated at a higher rate than private sector employees. however, in the 35 occupational classifications and 550 specific jobs POgO analyzed, reliance on contractor employees costs significantly more than having federal employees provide similar services. As a result, taxpayers are left paying the additional costs associated with corporate management, overhead, and profits that the government has no need to incur.
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The conventional wisdom regarding the cost of contracting was not shaken. The contracting industry denied the findings and rebutted the methodology. The report was "a smear on industry" and based on the "irrelevance of averages," the Professional services Council said.
POgO's conclusions are based on data purporting to show that "on average"
contractors are more expensive than government performance of the same or similar work. Yet as a decision-making tool, averaging has little value or relevance since it offers no perspective or insight. even if one assumes the baseline data is complete and accurate, all the POgO report shows is that sometimes contracting is more expensive than government performance and sometimes not. It does nothing to aid in the government's determination of where and how best to perform a given requirement. 79 The antiaveraging argument is particularly interesting given the enduring use of averages to promote contracting out. writing for the libertarian Cato Institute in september 2017, Chris edwards reported that federal employees averaged $88,809 in wages during 2016, compared with private sector employees at $59,458, and that federal employees had also received $38,450 in benefits, compared with private sector employees at $11,306. After referring to the government's "extremely high job security" as an additional benefit of federal employment, edwards acknowledged that "federal pay should be reasonable, and we need competent people in federal jobs." however, he concluded that "an advantage of reducing federal pay would be to encourage greater turnover in the static federal workforce." he also argued that the openings might draw young people into government, but did not mention the potential effect of such turnover on federal skill gaps. 80 edwards' averages suffered from many of the same complaints the contract industry made against the POgO report. According to the CbO's analysis of the same Census bureau data, federal employees with no more than a high school diploma earned 21 percent more per hour on average than private sector employees with the same amount of education, while those with a bachelor's degree earned about the same per hour, and federal employees with a doctorate or professional degree earned 23 percent less on average. 81 Averages may be the antonym of nuance but are often used to support federal hiring caps, cuts, and freezes. They also underpin head-to-head, dollar-to-dollar competitions between federal and contract teams to determine which can deliver the same goods and services at the lowest cost using the most-efficient organization possible. These competitions were used most recently by the george w. bush administration to test its theory that any job listed in the "Yellow Pages" phone directory can be done at lower cost by contract employees. 82 Federal employees won 83 percent of the tests, suggesting that they could do the jobs for less when given the opportunity to build a most-efficient organization. 83 
Attention Deficits
The federal government's internal oversight offices are essential for policing the boundaries between government and industry while raising questions about who should do what for how much in faithfully executing the laws. These offices are rarely popular within their own departments and agencies but have generally been left to do their work, with minimal interference.
The Clinton administration was a notable exception. Convinced that oversight offices were the source of wasteful government, the administration opened the reinventing government campaign by promising deep budget and personnel cuts in the number of federal supervisors, personnel specialists, budget analysts, procurement specialists, accountants, and auditors. 84 "we called them the forces of micromanagement and distrust," one former reinventing official said. "we wanted to reduce the number of inspectors general, controllers, procurement officers and personnel specialists." 85 Another characterized the offices as part of a "fear industry" relying on "criticism and attacks to beat down employees or managers, and scare them into shape." 86 The reinventing campaign had a long list of targets but focused most heavily on the Offices of Inspector general (OIg). Congress created the first OIg in 1976 to unify the scattered audit and investigatory functions within the department of health, education, and had created forty-two by the time Clinton entered office. The inspectors general used their broad investigatory authority to build impressive totals in what they called "funds put to better use" but also earned a reputation for padding their statistics with small-scale, "gotcha"
investigations. 87 They also became a target for gore:
when we blame the people and impose more controls, we make the systems worse. Over the past 15 years, for example, Congress has created within each agency an independent office of the inspector general. The idea was to root out fraud, waste, and abuse. The inspectors general have certainly uncovered important problems. but as we learned in conversation after conversation, they have so intimidated federal employees that many are now afraid to deviate even slightly from standard operating procedure. 88 despite its general disparagement of the OIg concept, the Clinton administration gave more weight to audit and investigatory experience in appointing its inspectors general than the george w. bush administration. 89 At the same time, the Clinton administration was much slower than the reagan, george h.w. bush, and george w. bush administrations in filling its empty inspector general posts. 90 The OIg and other control offices were still under fire in 2015 when, for example, 32 percent of the inspectors general reported that their staffing levels had declined by 5 percent to 10 percent since 2012; 13 percent reported that their declines had exceeded 10 percent.
The acquisition and oversight offices were also buffeted by the hiring delays cited earlier and were mentioned frequently as contributors to the gAO's high-risk list.
Nasty, Brutish, and Not at All short
The delays caused by the presidential appointments process create incentives for outsourcing, including regular vacancies at the top. According to appointments expert Anne
Joseph O'Connell, the top jobs in government are vacant between 15 percent and 25 percent of the time, creating enormous upset down the chain of command. 91 Although second-and third-tier presidential appointees fill some high-level vacancies, career members of the ses are the default appointees. As such, these career officers are often the key policymakers in government. 92 Turnover is not the only source of vacancies. According to O'Connell, many presidential nominations are withdrawn, rejected, or dropped at some point in the confirmation process. setting aside judicial nominations in her analysis of all presidential nominations sent to the senate between 1981 and 2014, independent regulatory commission nominations had the highest failure rates at 31 percent; followed by white house agencies such as the Omb at 21 percent, executive agencies such as the environmental Protection Agency at just over 20 percent, and cabinet departments at 19 percent. As for specific positions, general counsels and inspectors general were at 24 percent failure, compared with cabinet secretaries at 9 percent. 93 The long vacancies not only break the president's chain of command but can elevate senior executives and their assistants ever higher to fill and support empty positions in an acting capacity. "given the political impact of presidential appointees on government policy and execution," presidential appointments expert g. Calvin mackenzie writes, "one might imagine that the nomination and confirmation process would be tailored for efficiency and effectiveness. but it is actually a vast morass. …" 94 O'Connell documents the case by counting the mean number of days between nomination and confirmation for the president's senior officers. According to her precise accounting, the interval has crept ever upward over the past five presidents, rising from just fifty-nine days under reagan to 127 days under Obama. 95 Trump's interval is certain to increase even further.
Five Political Pressures
despite the intense demographic and bureaucratic pressures discussed, five political pressures create even greater incentive to call contract and grant employees across the blended workforce dividing line and weaken the government's ability to make an intentional choice:
(1) the thickening of the leadership hierarchy, (2) the need to protect government achievements and fix breakdowns, (3) public anger and frustration toward government, (4) politi- well, a lot of those jobs, I don't want to appoint, because they're unnecessary to have. You know we have so many people in government, even me, I look at some of the jobs and its people over people over people. … There are hundreds and hundreds of jobs that are totally unnecessary jobs. 97 Trump may have been right to question the need for so many jobs but was wrong to conclude that all the positions were unnecessary or could be eliminated at will. some were created by statute; others were established through the federal government's highly formalized classification system, and still others came about by department memoranda.
most important, those positions are hardwired into a bureaucratic process that links the top of the federal government to the bottom. Trump may have been tempted to leave the posts unfilled, but he could not know which ones were essential without further analysis.
These connective positions link the heads of government to the career workforce that must execute the laws and executive actions. As of september 2017, his administration was not so much headless as neckless.
Achievements and Breakdowns
washington's blended workforce has contributed to many of the federal government's greatest achievements, such as building the Interstate highway system, conducting the basic research to help reduce life-threatening disease, exploring space, and administering antipoverty programs. At other times, it has contributed to government breakdowns, including the veterans waiting list scandal; the deepwater horizon oil spill; the Challenger and Columbia shuttle disasters; the I-35w bridge collapse; the healthcare.gov launch; edward snowden's security breach; the Abu ghraib prisoner abuse; the southwest Airlines grounding; and the fertilizer explosion that destroyed west, Texas.
Paradoxically, both success and failure expand washington's blended workforce. The easiest way Congress and the president can make grand achievements even grander is to call on the same contract and grant employees who helped create the successes in the first place.
In turn, the most familiar way to repair a breakdown is to call on the same contract and grant employees who may have contributed to the breakdowns. expertise is the coin of the realm for scaling achievements and fixing breakdowns, and contract and grant employees are often the ones who have the needed skills. 98 
Anger and frustration
Americans have long held seemingly irreconcilable opinions about the federal government and its employees. They seem to hate the federal bureaucracy, but they love its programs and services. 99 On the one hand, trust in the federal government has been tumbling since Americans rallied together after 9/11. In a Pew research Center survey in 2015, only 19 percent of respondents said they trusted the federal government to do the right thing just about always or most of the time, versus almost 70 percent who said only some of the time or never. Four in five Americans also said they were either angry or frustrated about government, while three-quarters rated the federal government's performance in running its programs as only fair or poor. majorities also said government was almost always wasteful and inefficient, needed major reform, and was doing too many things better left to individuals. majorities also believed ordinary Americans could do a better job of solving the nation's problems than elected officials and said the government needs "very serious reform." 100 On the other hand, Americans said the federal government should play a major role in addressing almost every problem on the national agenda. Though they were less trusting and more frustrated than they were in the early 2000s, they gave the government generally high marks on responding to natural disasters (79 percent said government was doing a good job); setting workplace standards (76 percent); keeping the country safe from terror (72 percent); and ensuring safe food and medicine (72 percent). In addition, despite giving the federal government much lower marks on managing the immigration system (22 percent), helping people out of poverty (36 percent), ensuring basic income for older Americans (48 percent), and strengthening the economy (51 percent), they wanted it to play a major role in resolving those issues. The idea that 'Americans hate taxes' has become a truism without the benefit of being true. Instead, Americans see paying taxes as a civic obligation and a political act. To be a taxpayer, Americans believe, is something to be proud of.
It is evidence that one is a responsible, contributing, and upstanding member of society, a person worthy of respect in the community and representation in the government. 
Polarization
Industry learned long ago that profits depend on at least some certainty about the future, but certainty is a rare commodity in a federal government beset by polarization at every turn of the budget cycle. given the rising level of congressional gridlock and the potential for deep cutbacks of the type faced in the 2013 government shutdown, it is difficult to criticize the federal government for recruiting contract and grant employees to fill the holes made by caps, cuts, and freezes. 103 The polarization has produced a sharp increase in gridlock, bitterness, and delay. It is little wonder that the federal government, under pressure to deliver on promises that Congress and the president make, might hedge by retaining service contract employees as insurance. Center's open-ended question, but their synonyms can be found on the list. 108 gifts to presidential campaigns, favorite charities, and family brands are not the only adversaries of good government. so is the quiet fraud, waste, and abuse that has plagued government since Valley Forge. "nepotism and favoritism were common means of awarding contracts," writes procurement expert sandy keeney about the revolutionary war. "deliveries of spoiled meat, axes without heads, one-quarter size blankets, and shoes and saddles that fell apart were commonplace. Congress tried to eliminate fraud through regulation, but the resulting red tape was so burdensome and complex that it paralyzed the system." the OPm hack in 2014. 110 Fraud, waste, and abuse are also easy to tally in the government loan defaults, benefit overpayments, and uncollected fees, fines, and penalties that reached $138 billion in 2015, while the "net tax gap" of delinquent taxes was reported at $400 billion. 111 some of the uncollected debt will eventually be collected, but the cabal, intrigue, and corruption that created the opportunities for error continue to take their toll on government performance. As last year's debt falls, even more debt arrives, the total inventory climbs, and Congress and the president squeeze federal administrative systems and freeze federal employment to make up a fraction of the difference. Thus cabal, intrigue, and corruption create pressure to use contract and grant employees in lieu of federal employees based on convenience, even though some of their firms and agencies may well be creating the vicious cycle that weakens the administrative systems, funding, and capacity needed to draw the line between government and industry.
OPtIONs FOR REFORm
COngress And The PresIdenT are fully aware of the many pressures that might tip the blended workforce toward contract and grant reform. They have worked toward reform year after year, decade after decade, and have held one hearing after another promising reform.
The result of this piecemeal effort has been inevitable: Congress and the president have made progress on many of the problems on the gAO's high-risk list, but it keeps growing as other departments and agencies follow past practices.
There are still deep divisions along party lines on major reforms, especially given polarization. but there is also a growing realization that the federal government is broken. Contract firms justly complain about the federal hierarchy and paperwork burdens, grant agencies struggle to manage contracts under multiple layers of rules, and federal employee unions decry the understaffing highlighted throughout this paper.
If the goal is a comprehensive package designed to improve the performance of the blend- we depend on government in so many ways, often unseen and unrealized.
but one can't help but conclude upon seeing our institutions at work-or, more accurately, not working to their fullest potential-that we need to make some fixes. These institutions, from the un and the world bank, to our federal, state, and local governments for that matter-are tools that can improve people's lives. we need them to run well. we have seen what happens when insufficient attention is given to understanding and mastering the basics of execution-the botched launch of healthcare.gov, the gaming of the veterans' medical scheduling system, and, of course, the failure of the financial regulatory system to prevent unacceptable levels of private sector risk-taking at the expense of the stability of the economy.
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Volcker's two commissions did not discuss washington's blended workforce per se but focused on many of the pressures on the dividing line. They also offered comprehensive proposals for action. They believed that small-scale reforms would not be enough to produce the more effective government Americans would respect. both commissions believed the time for tinkering was over and would be likely to reach the same conclusion again.
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The VOlCker AllIAnCe was launched in 2013 by former Federal reserve board chairman Paul A. Volcker to address the challenge of effective execution of public policies and to help rebuild public trust in government. The nonpartisan Alliance works toward that broad objective by partnering with other organizations-academic, business, governmental, and public interest-to strengthen professional education for public service, conduct needed research on government performance, and improve the efficiency and accountability of governmental organization at the federal, state, and local levels.
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BOARd OF dIRECtORs
5. The 2005, 2010, and 2015 estimates used in this paper were produced by Nation Analytics, a nonpartisan research firm with extensive experience analyzing federal contract and grant data for use by a wide range of clients and reporting organizations. nation Analytics began the compilation of estimates by assembling the records of every federal government contract transaction recorded by the Federal Procurement data system in 2005, 2010, and 2015. The firm then inspected and repaired the data where possible, and prepared each purchase for further analysis using the us bureau of economic Analysis (beA) regional input/output model of the us economy. nation Analytics also reviewed the records of every federal grant award recorded by the Federal Assistance Award data system in the same years. working down the list of all grant categories, nation Analytics included only grants for the purchase of public goods and services such as highway construction, university research, and wetlands protection, and excluded grants for goods and services to individuals such as housing assistance, medicaid, and price supports.
with these two databases readied, nation Analytics pushed all the spending into the beA's rIms II regional input/output model and estimated the total number of full-time-equivalent contract and grant employees in 2005, 2010, and 2015. nation Analytics completed the analysis by sorting the results by industry (professional services, manufacturing, etc.), government agency (defense, energy, Transportation, etc.), business size (small or not small), and deliverable (product or service).
It is important to note that the beA rIms II model estimates the direct, indirect, and induced employment created by any economic activity. The beA uses the following example to illustrate these three types of employees:
The idea is that an initial change in economic activity results in other rounds of spending-for example, building a new road will lead to increased production of asphalt and concrete. The increased production of asphalt and concrete will lead to more mining. workers benefiting from these increases will spend more, perhaps by eating out at nicer restaurants or splurging more on entertainment. In this example, the construction firms hire the direct employees who use the asphalt and concrete to build the new road, while the concrete, asphalt, and mining firms hire the indirect employees who produce the materials, and the restaurant and entertainment firms are induced by increased household spending to hire ancillary employees such as chefs, servers, hosts, ticket takers, and projectionists to meet demand.
In a second beA example, the federal government buys a new computer system. The purchase would clearly involve the direct labor that assembles the computer. but it also would include indirect labor involved in making the components, such as the computer storage device, computer terminals, semiconductor and related devices, printed circuit assembly, software, and other computer peripheral equipment, as well as the management of that indirect labor. some of the components would be made by the prime contract employees, while the rest would be made by subcontractor employees. These direct and indirect (both prime and subcontract) employees would be counted in the total workforce needed to produce the goods, be it a computer, fighter airplane, or even office furniture, while all the induced employment produced through household spending would be excluded.
The beA uses its multipliers to identify these direct and indirect impacts of a final change in demand:
The direct impact relates to the first round of inputs purchased by the final-demand industry. The indirect impact relates to the subsequent rounds of inputs purchased by supporting industries. … The induced impact relates to the spending of workers whose earnings are affected by a final-demand change. This impact is often called the household-spending effect. similarly, firms such as lockheed martin hire direct employees to assemble fighter planes; firms such as northrop grumman and bAe systems hire indirect employees to build, program, and test the sophisticated systems that go into the fighter planes; other firms hire even more indirect employees to build subsystems; and the economic effects continue down through the economy until they finally generate the household spending that creates more employment in the community. These household effects may be the product of federal spending and its associated stimulus, but they do not involve federal, contract, or grant employees who work either directly or indirectly producing products or services that the federal government needs.
The beA's distinction between direct, indirect, and induced employment is central to the estimates of contract and grant employees presented in this paper. Once all the induced employees are removed from the estimates, the remaining numbers of contract and grant employees can be compared against the number of federal employees on an apples-to-apples basis. stripped of induced employment, the estimates provide a much sharper portrait of the true size of government workforce and its potential reblending. removing induced employment also acknowledges long-standing concerns about the number of induced employees counted in what this author used to call the "shadow government." readers should note that contract and grant spending does produce significant amounts of induced employment. The induced jobs may
